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Abstract. In this paper, a multiple audio watermarking algorithm was proposed for embedding information
of multiple users into audio content to trace illegal distribution. The information is generated by Dot Code A
which can express multiple user’s information with error correction. The Hadamard transform was used for
spreading the Dot Code A. This also ensures the algorithm has robustness. The embedding range has chosen
in [-0.5, -0.3] and [0.3, 0.5] of AC coefficients in the DCT domain. When the strength was 0.7, the SNR of
the test audios were over 53dB and we could extract the Dot Code exactly.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the digital watermarking algorithms have been actively developing for the purose of copyright
protection. However, the studies on the multiple watermarking algorithm are still lacking. The multiple
watermarking algorithm is the technology required for conformation of the copyright [1]. In general, the
traditional multiple watermarking algorithm has at least two different ways. The content is divided into a
number of blocks, then a different watermark for each block is embedded[2]-[5]. Another one of the multiple
watermarking is that the watermark integrated the multiple information is embedded into the content using
single watermarking algorithm[6].
The former algorithm has several problems which is exposed to various attacks and does not have good
efficiency of viewpoint for information hiding because the algorithm tried to embed too much information
and the information is spread in the blocks. The latter algorithm requires a large amount of raw data, such ase
mapping tables because it processed the embedding information by pre-processing[1].
In this paper, the audio watermark algorithm is developed by 2D coding method using 2D barcode, Dot
Code A and code division multiplexing for the watermark generation in order to solve these problems. The
algorithm fully utilized the error correction capability of the 2D barcode and strengthened the robustness by
introducing the orthogonal code feature of the code division multiplexing and the principle of the chip
sequence.
Section 2 described the 2D coding and the principle of the spread spectrum were introduced, and the
embedding and extracting processes have been described in section 3. Section 4 evaluate the performance of
the algorithm for analysis of the experimental results and conclusion was described in section 5.

2. 2D Coding and Spread Spectrum
The Dot Code A has two advantages comparing to the QR code and Data Matrix code which are the
standard 2D barcodes. It has four black dots which represent the boundary of the barcode at the corners and
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looks like thhe QR code which has three
t
triple laayered squarres at the corrners. And, tthe duplicateed pattern off
the Data maatrix can be implemented
i
d by repeatedd use of the Dot
D Code A.
Fig. 1 shows the exaample of the Dot Code A which can express
e
20bits informatioon[7].

Fig 1 Dot Code A expreessed 0~15

The Doot Code A has following features;
f
Feature 1: A square array of dotts represents the data and
d the size is available
a
from
m 6x6 to 12x
x12.
Feature 2: The blackk dot means 1, and the white
w
means 0.
0 The four dots
d are printted at the eacch corner forr
expressing the
t boundaryy of the codee.
Feature 3: The direcction of the code
c
is decidded by left upper corner symbol. This symbol alsso distingushh
the symmettrical pattern.
These features
f
exprressed by 100 dots and thhese make the
t finder paattern[5]. Thhe features are
a proper too
application of the multipple audio waatermarking algorithm
a
by
y modifying the
t Dot Codee.
The sprread spectrum
m techniquee is used for generating the watermaark from Dott Code. If th
he user codee
sequence is S, and the other
o
user code is T, thenn the inner prroduct of S and
a T is 0, annd the inner product
p
of S
T relationss are describeed eq.(1) andd (2).
and S is 1. The
·

∑

·

∑

(1))
∑
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The seqquence makes the Dot Coode into randdom sequencee.

3. Multip
ple Audioo Watermark Geneeration
First off all, the Dott Code whichh includes thhe user inforrmation shouuld be changged from unii-polar to bi-polar sequence. The Haadamard trannsform was equipped
e
for this purposee. The Hadam
mard matrix is describedd
w
where
n is ordder. The definnition that a Hadamard matrix
m
H of order
o
n satisffies
,
(3))
where is the
iddentity matrrix and
iss transpose of
o . Conseqquently the determinant of equalss
/
. Let be a Hadaamard matrixx of order . Then the paartitioned maatrix
(4))
is a Hadamaard matrix off order 2 .
For exaample, the 8 8 matrix can
c assign user code such
h as
, ,
, , and
, [6].
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Fig. 2 Dot coddes and Hadam
mard matrixess

Fig. 2 shows
s
the Haadamard mattrix of the Doot Code which is assigneed accordingg to the user respectively.
r
.
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The Hadamard matrix was exclusive ORed by a random sequence for making a spread spectrum sequence.
The random sequence is a PN(pseudo noise) code generated by computer. The PN sequence spreads the
Hadamard matrix and the sequence is orthogonal.

4. Embedding and Extracting Process
The spread matrix which is watermark information is embedded into the audio signal using eq.(5).
′

(5)

where is a DCT coefficient, and is embedding strenth,
The embeddin g process is shown in Fig.3.

′

is wateamrked signal in the DCT domain.

In the process, the original audio is transformed into the frequency domain by DCT and the watermark
was embedded into some AC coefficients of the DCT[7]. In this paper, the watermark embedder chose the
coefficients in the range of [-0.5, -0.3] and [0.3, 0.5] and embeds the watermark into the selected coefficients.
After embedding the watermark, the IDCT was taken for producing the watermarked audio.
The watermark extracting process is reversed process of the watermark embedding as shown in fig. 4.
When the watermark was embedded into the original audio, the embedder chose some coefficients, so,
the extractor substracts the original coefficients from the DCT coefficients of the watermarked audio. The
watermark is extracted from the spread pattern, and then Dot Code is extracted from the Hadamard matrix by
taking the Hadamard Transform. The similarity of the original code and the extracted code is as below;
~

,

′

· ′

(6)

√ · ′

where ~ is similarity.

Fig 3 Embedding process of the proposed algorithm

Fig 4 Extracting process of the proposed algorithm

The proposed watermarking algorithm can be implemented by two methods.
Method 1: In the case that there are two or more copyright holders, each holder was received an
embedding information and Hadamard code. The information is spread by the Hdadmard code and the codes
of several holders were integrated into a watermark. The integrated watermark is embedded by traditional
single wateramrking algorithm.
Method 2: Assign the orthogonal code into each copyright holder, and confirm the information by the
code. In this case, the embedding information is less than method 1.

5. Experiments and Results
For the algorithm evaluation, three musics were selected. The specification of the musics is shown in
Tab.1.
After embedding the watermark, MP3 compression and echo attack, Sub Woofer Boost attack were
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tested. The echo attack was configured as initial volumn 70%, deday 75%, and delay 100ms. The test results
were described in Tab.2.
Tab.1 Sample audio specification
Sample

File Format

Bit Resolution

Channel

Sampling rate

Length(s)

A

Wav/PC

16bits

2

44.1Khz

186.48

B

Wav/PC

16bits

2

44.1Khz

135.67

C

Wav/PC

16bits

2

44.1Khz

196.31

Tab. 2 Similarity test results
Sample
No attack

0.3
17.1

A
0.5
17.1

0.7
17.1

0.3
17.1

B
0.5
17.1

0.7
17.1

0.3
17.1

C
0.5
17.1

0.7
17.1

MP3
Sub WB
Echo
SNR(dB)

17.0
6.9
5.0
72.9

17.0
9.2
8.0
63.7

17.0
11.1
10.2
56.1

16.9
6.8
3.0
71.6

17.0
9.1
5.64
62.3

17.0
11.0
10.0
54.6

16.9
6.6
3.2
70.8

17.0
9.0
5.5
61.2

17.0
11.2
10.2
53.5

The test results described that the algorithm could confirm the watermark extraction when the alpha is
greater than or equal to 0.3 exept echo attack. If the alpha is greater than or equal to 0.5, the algorithm could
detect the watermark after the echo attack.

6. Summaries
A new multiple audio watermarking algorithm using Dot Code has been proposed. The algorithm is still
non-blind watermarking, so the algorithm would be improved to the blind watermarking in the future.
Although it is non-blind algorithm, it has robustness against to the MP3 compression, Sub Woofer, and echo
attacks. Indeed the SNRs are over 50dB when alpha is 0.7. This means the algorithm is highly imperceptible.
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